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Previous research has demonstrated that Distributional Semantic Models (DSMs) are capable of reconstructing
maps from news corpora (Louwerse & Zwaan, 2009) and novels (Louwerse & Benesh, 2012). The capacity for
reproducing maps is surprising since DSMs notoriously lack perceptual grounding. In this paper we investigate
the statistical sources required in language to infer maps, and the resulting constraints placed on mechanisms of
semantic representation. Study 1 brings word co-occurrence under experimental control to demonstrate that
standard DSMs cannot reproduce maps when word co-occurrence is uniform. Specifically, standard DSMs require
that direct co-occurrences between city names in a corpus mirror the proximity between the city locations in the
map in order to successfully reconstruct the spatial map. Study 2 presents an instance-based DSM that is capable
of reconstructing maps independent of the frequency of co-occurrence of city names.

1. Introduction
Distributional Semantic Models (DSMs) posit cognitive mechanisms
to explain how humans construct semantic representations for words
from statistical regularities in natural language. Typically, these models
represent words as points in a high-dimensional vector space, and sim
ilarity between words is measured as proximity in this semantic space.
Semantic spaces are constructed by transforming natural language text
corpora into vector spaces using a variety of mathematical techniques
that span theoretically diverse learning and representation mechanisms
(see Jones, Willits, & Dennis, 2015 for a review). In general, the rela
tively simple mechanisms used to construct DSMs have shown remark
able success at accounting for a broad range of semantic phenomena,
such as human judgments of semantic similarity (Landauer & Dumais,
1997), semantic priming (Jones, Kintsch, & Mewhort, 2006), word as
sociation (Griffiths, Steyvers, & Tenenbaum, 2007), and analogies
(Mikolov, Sutskever, Chen, Corrado, & Dean, 2013; Pennington, Socher,
& Manning, 2014).
One major criticism of DSMs is that their representations are amodal
and are not grounded in perception or action (Pecher & Zwaan, 2005; for
a balanced discussion, see De Vega, Glenberg, & Graesser, 2012).
Without perceptual grounding, DSMs may lack a necessary source of
statistical information to fully represent semantic relationships between
words. For instance, Glenberg and Robertson (2000) argue that without
perceptual grounding, DSMs are incapable of predicting affordances of
objects in novel situations, a task that humans can perform effortlessly.

Other researchers argue that a middle ground exists between amodal
and fully grounded concept systems, based on redundancy and inter
dependence that exists between linguistic and perceptual information.
Riordan and Jones (2011) demonstrated that many aspects of perceptual
experiences are encoded in language by comparing similarity between
spaces generated by DSMs and normed sets of features produced by
human participants. Similarly, Roads and Love (2020) found significant
overlap between lexically derived semantic spaces and the statistical
distribution of objects in visual scenes. Transversely, Louwerse (2011)
argues that conceptual relationships learned from language simulta
neously inform and are shaped by the structure of embodied experience.
Moreover, language has the capacity to encode embodied relations, so
there may only be a need for symbols to be grounded intermittently
(Louwerse, 2007, 2018).
Evidence demonstrating the capacities of DSMs to decode perceptual
structures embedded in language comes from a body of work that re
constructs geographic relationships from text corpora. DSMs operate by
embedding words in a high dimensional space by counting or predicting
words in a given context (Baroni, Dinu, & Kruszewski, 2014). By placing
words in a high dimensional space, similarity can be approximated as
proximity. Louwerse and Zwaan (2009) used Latent Semantic Analysis
(LSA; Landauer & Dumais, 1997) to create a semantic space of cities
from large news corpora. By treating proximity in the high dimensional
semantic space as a proxy for literal distance in physical space, Louwerse
and Zwaan were then able to reproduce accurate maps of the USA.
Similarly, Louwerse and Benesh (2012) demonstrated that even on the
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smaller corpus of The Lord of the Rings trilogy, LSA was able to closely
reproduce a map of Middle Earth. Both instances demonstrated marked
similarity to human-produced maps. Furthermore, this technique has
been used to reproduce maps of various parts of the world using French
(Louwerse, Cai, Hu, Ventura, & Jeuniaux, 2006), Chinese, and Arabic
(Louwerse, Hutchinson, & Cai, 2012) corpora, as well as estimating the
relative proximity between archeological sites using imprints on arti
facts found in excavation (Recchia & Louwerse, 2016). This work
demonstrates that the encoding of geographical location is not the result
of a particular language, region, or historical period, but rather is
endemic to how language is organized in order to encode features of
perceptual experience (Louwerse, 2011).
The success at reproducing both real and fictional maps given
corpora of text are fascinating demonstrations of the power of DSMs.
However, the computational tools implemented in DSMs on natural
language corpora obfuscate the statistical structures of language that
lead to their success. On the one hand, using natural language corpora
has the benefit of revealing what cultural knowledge has been encoded
into language. On the other, there is an immense and diverse set of in
formation encoded into language at small and large scales, and is not
limited to geographic information (Semin, 2010).
In order to make any strong conclusions regarding the behavior and
success of specific semantic models in reconstructing maps from text, the
statistical properties of the training corpus must be taken under exper
imental control (Jones, Johns, & Recchia, 2012). It is possible to
reproduce maps by counting first order (direct) co-occurrences between
city names (Louwerse & Zwaan, 2009; Recchia & Louwerse, 2016),
though the performance of this technique relies on using corpora that
are many times the size required for LSA to be successful. Louwerse
(2011) notes that, given a corpus of adequate size, first order relation
ships can perform analogously to LSA. It remains unclear whether the
success demonstrated comes from the ability of LSA to use higher order
co-occurrences (Landauer et al., 2007), or is directly related to the first
order co-occurrences of city names in a text corpus.
We generate artificial corpora describing randomly generated maps
to explore what statistical properties of a corpus enable DSMs to
reproduce spatial distributions. When testing the capacities of DSMs to
capture semantic information, researchers commonly use natural lan
guage corpora to generate high dimensional word representations (for
example, Louwerse & Zwaan, 2009). While natural language corpora
incorporate advantages with regard to external validity and the distri
butional statistics as they exist in common language usage, the sheer
scale of natural language corpora do not necessarily clarify the mecha
nisms by which DSMs encode properties of language. For example, LSA
is capable of modelling human data on a cued priming task when trained
on a natural language corpus, but cannot replicate the task when the
statistical attributes of the corpus are controlled (Jamieson et al., 2018,
2020). The ability of DSMs to produce satisfactory results at a given task
stems not only from their computational techniques, but also from the
statistical information that is embedded in the language itself (Johns,
Jamieson, Crump, Jones, & Mewhort, 2020). It is not simply the
modelling technique but also the corpus that is well suited to the task.
We bring the statistical properties of the corpus under experimental
control by manipulating whether pairs of cities have a uniform or
distance-based distribution of co-occurrences. In a distance-based
corpus, a statement relating a pair of cities has a higher probability of
occurring based on their relative distance, such that the probability of a
statement relating two cities appearing in the corpus decreases as the
distance between the two cities increases. In contrast, every statement
has an equal probability of being sampled to produce a uniform-based
corpus. We present two studies demonstrating the capacities of
various DSMs at reproducing maps. Study 1 implements a set of standard
DSMs, while Study 2 implements a model that theoretically diverges
from standard DSMs, demonstrating qualitative differences between the
DSMs evaluated.

2. Methods
Our goal is to determine whether a DSM is able to reproduce a map
from systematically constructed linguistic descriptions of the relation
ships between cities. Here, we briefly describe our steps for evaluating
DSM performance, with a more in-depth description to follow. We start
by generating a corpus of descriptions of a map. First, we randomly
generate a set of maps of varying distributions of artificial “cities.” Next,
for every pair of cities, we generate statements that describe the re
lationships between the two cities. In particular, we use two sets of re
lationships: North, South, East, and West; and near and far. We sample
the sets of descriptions either uniformly or based on distance in order to
yield multiple corpora. Once the corpora have been generated, we test a
set of DSMs for their ability to reproduce the original maps based on the
linguistic descriptions of the relationships between cities. We follow an
outline of the steps used in Louwerse and Zwaan (2009) and Louwerse
and Benesh (2012) in order to move from a corpus of text to a twodimensional map, with minor modifications to their process. In partic
ular, we start by training a model on a given corpus. We then find the
cosine similarity between the vectors representing each pair of cities,
and convert the similarity into distance using Shepard (1987) expo
nential law of generalization. We convert the distance matrix into a twodimensional plot using multidimensional scaling. Finally, we compare
the two-dimensional plot yielded by the DSMs to the original map using
bidimensional regression (Friedman & Kohler, 2003). Bidimensional
regression is a special measure designed to compare two-dimensional
plots that yields a measure of goodness of fit. Study 1 evaluates the
performance of standard DSMs at reproducing maps given corpora
where statements relating cities are sampled either uniformly or based
on distance. Study 2 implements ITS coupled with a context retrieval
mechanism, and evaluates this model’s performance at reproducing
maps as a function of sampling.
2.1. Generate maps
We generated three maps with different distributions of ‘cities’:
random, clustered, and circular. The maps are displayed in the first
column of Fig. 1. There are 20 cities on each map, labelled with the
letters ‘A’ through ‘T’. We chose these three distributions of cities to vary
the amount of external distribution information available to disambig
uate the cities, and cover a range of challenges.
2.2. Generate corpora
We generated multiple sets of corpora for each combination of
conditions. The conditions include the distribution of cities (random,
clustered, shape), the description set (either North/South/East/West, or
near/far), and the type of sampling (uniform or distance-based). In total,
there were 12 corpora.
In order to generate the corpora, we created statements about each
pair of cities on a given map. The statements took the form: [city]
[relationship to] [city]. We used two sets of relationships: near/far, and
North/South/East/West. Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 explain how these
relationships are operationalized; see Fig. 2 for additional visualization
of the process.
2.2.1. Near/Far
For each map, we found the average distance between cities. Sub
sequently, when generating a statement relating two cities (e.g. cities ‘A’
and ‘B’), if the distance between the two cities was above the average
distance we would label the relationship between the two cities as ‘far’
(e.g. ‘A is far from B’). Conversely, if the distance between the two cities
was lower than the average distance between all cities, we would label
the relationship between the two cities as ‘near’ (e.g. ‘A is near to B’).
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Fig. 1. A representative sample of the performance of models at reconstructing the original map given the North/South/East/West relationship set with uniform
sampling. From left to right, the columns present 1) the original maps, 2) the maps produced by GloVe (Study 1), and 3) the maps produced by ITS (Study 2). Each
row shows one of the three distributions tested. The r coefficient and significance is noted below each map. The predicted distributions were rotated and scaled to
minimize their difference from the original map using the Procrustes algorithm in R (Oksanen et al., 2020). The grey lines indicate the offset from a predicted location
and the location in the original distribution.

degrees. For example, if some city ‘B’ appeared in the quadrant above a
city ‘A’, it would be labeled as ‘north of’ city ‘A’, thereby generating the
statement ‘B is North of A’.
2.2.3. Generating the statements
We compared each city to every other city in order to generate a
sentence regarding the two cities’ relationships. Therefore, there are two
sentences relating any two cities – with the relationship reversed. If the
relationship between cities A and B is that ‘A is North of B’, then there
will necessarily be a converse statement in the corpus that ‘B is South of
A’. There are no statements relating a city to itself (e.g. ‘A is South of A’).
In the statements, the phrases were condensed such that the relationship
was just one word (e.g. ‘is North of’ was reduced to ‘north_of’).
For each set of relationships, there are 380 possible unique state
ments relating all of the cities to one another. We created a statement set
for both of the relationship sets; additionally we created a third state
ment set by combining the other two statement sets.

Fig. 2. Visualization of how relationships between cities were derived. On the
left, the grey circle denotes the Near/Far boundary, and yields the statements,
“B is Near A”, and “C is far from A”. On the right, the grey lines denote the
North, South, East, and West quadrants, yielding the statements, “B is North of
A”, and “C is East of A”.

2.2.2. North/South/East/West
In order to formalize the directional relationship between cities, we
divided the area surrounding a city into four quadrants, rotated by 45
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2.2.4. Sampling the statements
A corpus was generated by sampling a statement set either uniformly
or based on distance. Each corpus consisted of 10,000 statements. If the
set of statements was sampled uniformly, then each statement occurred
an equal number of times in the final corpus. If the set of statements was
sampled based on distance, statements relating cities that were closer
together were sampled more frequently than statements relating cities
that were further away. The probability of sampling a statement tij that
relates cities i and j is based on the distance between the two cities and is
given by

solution recreated the map from which it was derived (Friedman &
Kohler, 2003; Louwerse & Zwaan, 2009). Bidimensional Regression is a
measure of how well two maps align. The measure of interest for this
study is the r coefficient. The r coefficient indicates how well two spatial
distributions of points match each other. We generated our r coefficient
using the affine bidimensional regression in R (BiDimRegression; Car
bon, 2013).
3. Study 1 – Standard DSMs

where dij is the distance between cities i and j, and max(d) is the
maximum distance between two cities.

The purpose of Study 1 is to explore under what conditions standard
DSMs can and cannot produce maps as demonstrated by Louwerse and
Zwaan (2009) and Louwerse and Benesh (2012). We aimed to test the
hypothesis that the first order co-occurrence of words drives the per
formance of standard DSMs. Accordingly, we manipulated the frequency
by which statements are sampled.

2.3. Vector spaces produced by DSMs

3.1. DSMs for evaluation

We trained a set of models on each corpus. The set of models includes
LSA (Landauer, Foltz, & Laham, 1998), Continuous Bag Of Words
(CBOW; Mikolov et al., 2013), and Global Vectors for word represen
tation (GloVe; Pennington et al., 2014), Positive Pointwise Mutual In
formation (PPMI; Bullinaria & Levy, 2007), – to be described in further
detail in Study 1 – and the exemplar model, ITS (Jamieson, Avery,
Johns, & Jones, 2018) – to be described in further detail in Study 2.
Each of these models – with the exception of PPMI – operates by
building a vector space, where words are placed in an arbitrary highdimensional space. Their location in that space determines their simi
larity to the other words in that space, such that words that are near to
each other are similar, while distant words are dissimilar. The cosine
between two vectors is a commonly used metric to compute word sim
ilarities (Bullinaria & Levy, 2007).
Rather than working with similarities, the steps that follow require
distances. We transform the cosine similarity matrix into a distance
matrix using Shepard (1987) universal law of generalization, such that
the distance d between two word vectors i and j is given by

We first evaluate the ability of four state-of-the-art DSMs to produce
spatial distributions from linguistic descriptions of maps1. While the set
of models used here is not exhaustive, it is representative of the range of
techniques of the best-performing models used in the field of semantic
memory.

( )
max(d) + 1 − dij
P tij = ∑I ∑J
i
j max(d) + 1 − dij

dij = exp(− γsim(i, j))

(1)

3.1.1. LSA
LSA is a well-established method of creating a semantic space by
applying a combination of term frequency weightings and singular value
decomposition (SVD) to a word-by-document frequency count of words
in a text corpus (Landauer et al., 1998). SVD is a linear algebra technique
that smooths a given matrix on the basis of its eigenvalues, or principle
sources of variance. We used the python package, gensim (Řehůřek &
Sojka, 2010), to implement LSA.
3.1.2. CBOW
CBOW is a neural network implementation of a DSM within the
word2vec architecture (Mikolov et al., 2013), where the localist input
layer is a given word, and the output layer is the set of words in whose
context the input word is found, with a single hidden layer. The algo
rithm finds the appropriate weights between nodes by minimizing the
error between the context that the model predicts and the actual context
in which a word occurs. The weights between the input and hidden
layers are treated as word embeddings in a high dimensional vector
space. We used the CBOW implementation provided by the Python
gensim package, with 50 training iterations, and the standard 300 nodes
in the hidden layer.

(2)

where sim(i, j) is the similarity between two word vectors i and j, and γ is
a monotonic scaling factor.
The cosine similarities were computed between each city, and the
similarity matrix was transformed into a distance matrix. Our processes
yielded a distance matrix for each model, for each sampling method, for
each description set, for each map, for a total of 90 distances matrices for
evaluation.

3.1.3. GloVe
GloVe generates word vector representations using regression to fit
an arbitrarily high dimensional vector space to a word co-occurrence
measure (Pennington et al., 2014). The technique minimizes differ
ence between distributions between the co-occurrence matrix and the
vector space of arbitrarily high dimensionality. We used the GloVe
implementation provided by Pennington et al., with 50 dimensions and
a maximum 15 iterations to convergence.

2.4. Generating and evaluating the map
We used multidimensional scaling (MDS) to generate a 2-dimen
sional map from the distance matrix. We then used bidimensional
regression to evaluate the map produced by the model against the
original map.
2.4.1. MDS
MDS is a well-established technique to transform a distance matrix
into a plot of some arbitrary dimensionality (Kruskal & Wish, 1978). We
used Kruskal’s non-metric MDS as implemented in R (MASS; Venables &
Ripley, 2002). Non-metric MDS produces a solution that matches the
ordinal ranking of the distances provided in the distance matrix. The
solutions produced by non-metric MDS are subject to rotations, shifts,
scaling, and flips.

3.1.4. PPMI
PMI is a log transform of the conditional probabilities of the cooccurrence of words (Bullinaria & Levy, 2007). Positive PMI (PPMI)
sets negative PMI values to zero. PPMI is distinct from the other DSMs, as
it produces a value relating two words based on their conditional
probability, skipping the step in vector space models in which a word is

2.4.2. Bidimensional regression
We used bidimensional regression to evaluate how well each MDS

1
Code for the analyses presented here available at: https://github.com/mast
erccioli/reconstructing-space-from-text
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4. Study 2 – A retrieval-based DSM

placed in a high dimensional space and the relationship between words
is derived from their cosine similarity. We used the PPMI implementa
tion provided in the Python gensim package.

Study 1 demonstrates that standard DSMs cannot reconstruct accu
rate spatial relationships when first order co-occurrences are uniform..
Specifically, standard DSMs treat frequently co-occurring words as more
similar to one another. However, the structure of the corpora we
generated seemed likely to contain sufficient information to reproduce
the distributions regardless of sampling condition.
A drawback of standard DSMs is that the representation of a given
word is reduced to a single point in semantic space. We hypothesized
that in order for a model to reproduce the maps in the uniform sampling
condition, the model would need the ability to flexibly adapt relation
ships between words. We use the Instance Theory of Semantics (ITS;
Jamieson et al., 2018) because it flexibly modifies word representations
during the retrieval process, rather than during the learning process
(Jones, 2019). Study 2 demonstrates that a model with a sufficiently
flexible learning, storage, and retrieval process is capable of learning the
spatial distributions of the three maps from linguistic descriptions in
dependent of the two sampling procedures used to generate the corpora.

3.2. Results
Table 1 presents the performance of each model at reproducing the
original map given the different corpus sampling conditions for each
relationship set. The significance of how well the map is reconstructed is
indicated with asterisks. When the corpus is generated using uniform
sampling, only a few models produced maps that significantly repro
duced the original map. In contrast, when a corpus is generated with
distance-based sampling, all models produce significant reproductions
of the maps. The combined corpus yielded no qualitative difference in
the models’ performance.
The center column in Fig. 1 provides a visual demonstration of the
performance of GloVe at reproducing the maps given the North/South/
East/West relationship set with uniform sampling. Notably, the repro
duction of the two clusters by GloVe demonstrates that, although the
reproduction is significant, a value of r = 0.77 corresponds to only a
rough approximation of the original space. Note how in this example,
the two clusters are not well separated. Overall, models tested on
corpora generated by uniform sampling are mediocre at best at recon
structing the maps.

4.1. Model
ITS uses a multiple-trace episodic memory store. Each instance is a
set of words that co-occur in the same context, and is uniquely stored as
a trace in memory. Memory may then be probed in order to retrieve an
abstracted semantic vector representation of the word. When memory is
probed, traces that contain the probe are recalled and combined into an
echo. The echo is the normalized sum of all the contexts in which the
probe word occurred (cf. Hintzman, 1986). When the probe is composed
of multiple words, the echo is composed only of contexts where both
words occur.
An advantage of using an abstraction-at-retrieval model lies in the
flexibility of the retrieval process (Crump, Jamieson, Johns, & Jones,
2020). Specifically, ITS can take context of retrieval into account, a key
drawback of standard DSMs noted by numerous researchers (Jamieson
et al., 2018; Jones, 2019; Kintsch, 2000). We modify the retrieval pro
cess in two ways in order to maximize ITS ability to vary word meanings
based on context. First, we modify the echo to simply yield the context of
the probe without the probe itself. Second, we modify the process by
which similarity is evaluated.

3.3. Discussion
The manipulation of the frequency by which statements are sampled
illuminates the strength of standard DSMs at exploiting first order cooccurrences to reproduce maps from text. Generally, objects that are
related to one another are more likely to be discussed within the same
context. This principle extends to the spatial locations of cities, such that
cities that are close to one another are more likely to be discussed in the
same context than cities that are far apart. Louwerse (2011) comments
that first order co-occurrence statistics would likely obviate the need for
LSA given text corpora of sufficiently large size, however that the
strength of LSA emerges from its ability to extrapolate relationships in
corpora that are orders of magnitude smaller than would be required for
first order statistics. In this study, there are a small number of statements
in comparison to the size of the corpus, which likely leads to the
observed success of PPMI in our tests. However, when we control for the
frequency of co-occurrence, standard DSMs are not able to accurately
co-locate cities in semantic space, indicating that some measure of first
order co-occurrence must be available in order for standard DSMs to
perform the map reconstruction task.

4.1.1. Context of probe
In ITS, the retrieved echo is composed of the vectors representing the
set of words that co-occur with the probe, as well as the probe itself.
Here, we are interested in comparing the contexts in which words occur.
Given that the echo contains both the probe and the context of the probe,
we must separate the context from the probe. Specifically, we define the

Table 1
Presents the r coefficients for each model at reproducing a map distribution given a particular sampling procedure and relationship set. The Near/Far relationship set is
denoted ‘N/F’, while the North/South/East/West relationship set is denoted ‘N/S/E/W’.
Distance

Uniform

Model

Map Distribution

N/F

N/S/E/W

Combined

N/F

N/S/E/W

Combined

LSA

Random
Clustered
Circular
Random
Clustered
Circular
Random
Clustered
Circular
Random
Clustered
Circular

0.79***
0.75***
0.31
0.55*
0.90***
0.98***
0.85***
0.97***
1.00***
0.94***
0.97***
1.00***

0.87***
0.75***
0.74***
0.60**
0.86***
0.98***
0.90***
0.96***
0.99***
0.93***
0.97***
1.00***

0.89***
0.90***
0.99***
0.45
0.88***
0.98***
0.94***
0.96***
0.99***
0.91***
0.97***
1.00***

0.21
0.21
0.14
0.37
0.55*
0.29
0.17
0.27
0.16
0.16
0.30
0.13

0.27
0.45
0.28
0.37
0.46
0.12
0.26
0.51*
0.24
0.16
0.45
0.29

0.30
0.18
0.21
0.36
0.48
0.48
0.13
0.31
0.39
0.24
0.19
0.39

CBOW
GloVe
PPMI

p < 0.05 - *; p < 0.01 - **; p < 0.001 - ***.
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context of a probe as the echo of a probe without the probe itself.
Formally,
cont(probe) = echo(probe) − probe

4.2. Results
Table 2 presents the performance of ITS at reproducing the original
map given the different corpus sampling conditions for each relationship
set. The significance of how well the map is reconstructed is indicated
with asterisks. Independent of sampling condition, ITS is able to produce
significant reconstruction of all original maps. Notably, the lowest per
forming reconstruction has an r = 0.80, well above the highest per
forming model in Study 1 in the uniform sampling condition.
The right column in Fig. 1 provides a visual demonstration of the
performance of ITS at reproducing the maps given the North/South/
East/West relationship set with uniform sampling. The ITS reconstruc
tion of the shape provides compelling visual evidence that DSMs are
capable of reproducing maps if the DSM represents each word exhaus
tively in terms of the lexical contexts in which it occurs.

(3)

where cont denotes the context, and echo(probe) yields the echo given a
probe as defined by ITS.
4.1.2. Retrieval process
In general, the similarity between words is treated as a direct cosine
comparison between the vectors representing two words. Here, we
deviate from convention by treating similarity as the comparison be
tween the two words and some set of tertiary words. That is, the simi
larity between two words A and B can be approximated as what is shared
between the context of word A and some other word C and the context of
word B and that same word C. Words A and B are similar to the extent
that the features that constitute the context of words A and C are shared
with the features that constitute the context of words B and C. This
definition of similarity does not deviate from the distributional hy
pothesis, but rather serves as an alternate formalization.
We define the similarity sim between two words a and b as
I
∑

sim(a, b) =

cosine(cont(a, i), cont(b, i))

5. General discussion
Demonstrations by Louwerse and Zwaan (2009) and Louwerse and
Benesh (2012) show that spatial distributions can be elicited from text.
Given that amodal DSMs are not grounded by any perceptual input, it is
surprising that DSMs can reproduce spatial distributions whatsoever.
Here we bring sampling frequency under experimental control to
demonstrate that frequency of co-occurrence provides sufficient infor
mation to enable standard DSMs to reproduce spatial distributions.
Study 1 demonstrates that standard “abstraction-at-learning” DSMs
are only able to successfully reconstruct spatial distributions in the
condition when linguistic descriptions are sampled based on proximity.
When cities that are near each other are discussed more frequently than
cities that are far apart, standard DSMs are able to reproduce their
spatial distributions. When cities are discussed with uniform frequency,
standard DSMs are not able to reproduce spatial distributions. The
inability of standard DSMs to reproduce maps in the uniform sampling
condition may indicate that this class of models uses first order word
associations in order to bootstrap to second order, semantic word re
lationships (Kelly, Ghafurian, West, & Reitter, 2020).
Study 2 explores a cognitively inspired ‘abstraction-at-retrieval’
DSM, where the semantic relationship between two words is dependent
on the context in which the words co-occur, unlike ‘abstraction-atlearning’ DSMs. In an instance-based DSM, there is no stored semantic
memory, only episodic memory. Semantic representations are con
structed on-the-fly as a product of the episodic retrieval mechanism in
response to an environmental probe. The model presented in Study 2
demonstrates that an instance-based DSM is capable of reproducing
spatial distributions given uniformly sampled descriptions of cities. The
instance-based DSM does not require first order word co-occurrences in
order to bootstrap second order, semantic relationships between words.
Both Studies 1 and 2 replicate and expand upon previous demon
strations that spatial information can be successfully reconstructed by
DSMs even when they are not biased with information about inter-object
distances (Louwerse & Benesh, 2012; Louwerse & Zwaan, 2009; Recchia

(4)

i

where I is the set of all unique words used in the corpus, cosine is the
cosine similarity.
Here we present a concrete example of how such a retrieval process
in ITS might elicit a spatial distribution of cities from a linguistic
description of their relationships. Consider three cities A, B, and C, such
that A and B are near each other and are both far from C. When
comparing A and B, we use all the words in the corpus except A and B.
For instance, we want to compare the cont(A, C) with cont(B, C). The
cont(A, C) yields ‘far_from’, likewise the cont(B, C) also yields ‘far_from’.
Therefore, when evaluating cosine(cont(A, C), cont(B, C)), the yielded
value is high because the context for both pairs is identical.
In contrast, if we want to compare cities A and C, we would use B as a
tertiary word of comparison. In this case, cosine(cont(A, B), cont(C, B))
would yield a low similarity because the cont(A, B) yields ‘near_to’ while
the cont(C, B) yields ‘far_from’. Thusly, the process of eliciting the
similarity between two words via the shared contexts with tertiary
words can accurately elicit spatial locations from linguistic descriptions.
4.1.3. Comparing retrieval processes between DSMs
The retrieval process presented in the previous section is an expan
sion of that used in Jamieson et al. (2018), and is different than what is
typically applied to DSMs. While it is possible to use the standard DSM
similarity process with this model, the process would yield the same
results as standard DSMs. Specifically, the standard similarity process
would yield an overt sensitivity to first order co-occurrence statistics,
and no ability to respond to higher order statistics in the absence of first
order statistics. Such a failing reveals the necessity of a modified
retrieval mechanism.
Various techniques have been applied to standard DSM vector rep
resentations to accommodate a variety of tasks, such as metaphor
comprehension (Kintsch, 2000), hypernym relationships (Lenci &
Benotto, 2012), analogy interpretation (Mikolov et al., 2013), and
asymmetric relationships (Kintsch, 2014). However, applying a modi
fied similarity process to the vector representations produced by stan
dard DSMs in the uniform sampling condition would not yield
meaningful results, given that the cosine similarities between cities are
randomly distal from one another. Study 2 is meant to demonstrate the
need for a fundamental shift to access higher order relationships be
tween words when first order co-occurrence statistics do not provide
useful information for relating cities.

Table 2
Presents the r coefficients for ITS at reproducing a map distribution given a
particular sampling procedure and relationship set.
Corpus

Distribution

Distance

Uniform

N/F

Random
Clustered
Circular
Random
Clustered
Circular
Random
Clustered
Circular

0.79***
0.96***
1.00***
0.63**
0.87***
1.00***
0.81***
0.96***
1.00***

0.79***
0.96***
1.00***
0.80***
0.85***
1.00***
0.81***
0.96***
1.00***

N/S/E/W
Combined

p < 0.05 - *; p < 0.01 - **; p < 0.001 - ***.
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& Louwerse, 2014). Standard DSMs are capable of producing spatial
distributions with distance-based sampling, which may exist in natural
language corpora. However, requiring distance-based information
threatens the generalizability of standard DSMs in representing semantic
information. If alternatives like ITS are available that do not require
biased samples, then they may offer more robust solutions to the prob
lem of extracting structural patterns from text. Study 2 extends the
representation of space toward a comprehension process, whereby
spatial distributions can be elicited by DSMs independent of the first
order co-occurrence of cities.
We have presented an instance-based model that is simple in its
instantiation and applied to a constrained problem. Further explorations
with this model could address the computational complexity of the
model, as well as the applicability of the model to more naturalistic
problems.
There is a tradeoff between the flexibility of the instance-based DSM
and computational cost. In standard DSMs, the initial training is
computationally expensive, and the subsequent comparison of word
meanings is computationally cheap. Our instance-based DSM makes the
opposite tradeoff, and future research into the implementation of the
algorithm should aim to reduce the computational complexity at the
point of retrieval.
We implemented the instance-based model in a highly artificial
setting. While the limitations of standard DSMs are demonstrated in
Study 1, standard DSMs have been useful in a variety of domains related
to natural language phenomena. Given our demonstrations here, it is
unclear whether our instance-based model will provide an advantage
given more naturalistic language that is not controlled for uniformity of
co-occurrence. Future research would usefully investigate whether any
such advantage exists for our model.
The instance-based model in Study 2 provides a clear advantage over
traditional DSMs. Standard DSMs do not use higher order information in
the uniformly sampled corpus (as evidenced by Study 1) even though
that information suffices to allow an instance-based model to recreate
the maps used to generate text inputs (as evidenced by Study 2). Stan
dard DSMs capitalize on the co-occurrence between words in language.
Instance-based models take advantage of the conditional relationships
between words. The future of semantic modelling requires a need to find
a balance between the computational efficiency of standard DSMs and
the flexibility of instance-based models.
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